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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of Lysaghts wagons - by Brian Bere-Streeter
Original 3D model of CHG brake van - by Russell Beer and Ian Bowles

A special thank you to Russell Beer and Ian Bowles for allowing me to repaint their CHG brakevan

These new wagons came about, because of a need to create authentic train formations for use on the Microsoft Train Simulator route – Main Illawarra' - by Brian Bere-Streeter.

New models were created for:

LYS LR51 Bogie Coil Wagon - empty
LYS LR45 Bogie Coil Wagon – loaded – 3 large coils
LYS LR27 Bogie Coil Wagon – loaded – 4 small coils
LYS LR48 Bogie Coil Wagon – tarped – 4 small coils
LYS LR46 Bogie Flat Wagon - empty
LYS LR34 Bogie Flat Wagon – loaded – flat sheet packs
LYS 4-wheel Scrap Wagon - empty
LYS 4-wheel Scrap Wagon - loaded
LYS 4-wheel CHG brake van

Having spent some considerable time repainting others models, this is another venture into building new rolling stock from scratch. They may not be the most detailed or totally accurate, but in the absence of other better models, I hope you enjoy running them on your Main Illawarra route in MSTS – at least it gives a bit more variety and authenticity to your train workings.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.

===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Double click on the self-installer exe file and follow the instructions, as part of the installation a new folder called << AU_LYS_Stock >> will be created.

Note: These wagons have been set up to work with the default bogie freight sounds, so make sure that you have them installed.

Suitable Consists to use with these cars are contained both herein, and in the appropriate locomotive packs - in both cases the Consists will need to be copied into the MSTS 'Consists' Folder under Trains in the main MSTS folders.

To use these Consists you will also need the 'AU_Illawarra_Private_Locos' pack.

In the 'Main Illawarra V3' route, I have included appropriate Paths to use these wagons with, and a document in the route - 'Guidelines for Realistic Traffic Workings for the Main Illawarra Route.doc' contains details of how these wagons were worked at the Lysaghts Port Kembla Springhill and CRM works complexes.

Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

===========================================
3. Historical Notes

Lysaghts had a sizable fleet of bogie coil and flat wagons, coded ‘LR’, for moving various coated steel products around the whole Lysaghts Springhill and CRM complexes, and between the different steel finishing processes. These wagons were built by a number of different manufacturers, including Thirlwell & McKenzie, Clyde, and Comeng, – the wagons were painted light grey with white lettering. In addition, they also had a small fleet of 4-wheel ‘Scrap Sets’ and 4-wheel wooden coal and coke hoppers. The hoppers were bought second-hand from John Kennaway in Newcastle and were branded ‘JK’. These were used to bring coal from Corrimal and South Bulli collieries to the gas producing plants at Springhill.

All of these wagons were mainly restricted to internal Lysaghts lines only. Lysaghts had full running rights over the entire AIS network, and used Lysaghts locomotives to collect new steel coils from the AIS Flat Products Division, and to deliver scrap to the Open Hearth furnaces. When Lysaghts gained full control of the CRM works in 1955, Lysaghts locos worked short steel ‘trip’ trains over the NSWGR lines between the Allans Creek sidings and the CRM sidings at Port Kembla North, with their own ex-NSWGR CHG brake van at the rear.

However, when the finished products were sold for export, these wagons would be shunted down into the main Port Kembla sidings areas under the control of the NSWGR and NSW Public Works Department, via the AIS Cringila sidings, the AIS Circle Line and Drews Exchange Siding, for shunting direct onto the wharves, where the finished products were lifted into the ships.

Prototype information for these models has been researched from the following sources:

 “Railway Freight Wagons in New South Wales 1982”, John Beckhaus, ARHS, 1982 – pages 80 and 98 

===========================================
4.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
=========================================================================

